
Welcome back from Winter Break - here’s hoping yours was as restful and enjoyable as mine, if not 
much, much more! 
 
Next week, we are very excited to have a group coming in from NYC, called PlayWorks, that will be 
working with our TIS students on playwriting, production, acting, expression, and other elements related 
to theatre.  Half of our students will be working with PlayWorks in the morning, and the other half in the 
afternoon.  On Friday morning (1/16 from 9:00 until 11:55), students will be “performing” what they have 
produced over the course of their week-long, daily, 3-hour sessions.  Please do let your student's 
Advisory teacher know if you’d be interested in joining us for this special, culminating activity. 
 
We are also planning a field trip to Webster University (on 2/26) for students to take part in another 
theatre workshop (this time in Spanish).  As always, students whose Scholar Dollar balance is sufficient 
will be invited to participate.  Unfortunately, since this theatre duo 
(http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=128368409) is from Cuba, and since English is not 
their first language, this activity will require students to interact with facilitators and each other in 
Spanish.  As much as we’d like to take our French Cohort students, I’m sure you can understand that it 
could create frustration for them.  We will, of course, be on the lookout for activities for which French is a 
necessity.   
 
Yesterday was the final day of the 2nd quarter (and 1st Semester).  Our next Parent/Teacher conference 
(PTC) day is scheduled for 2/13, and will run in the same way as our 1st quarter PTC day did.  Please let 
your child’s Advisory teacher know if you have any questions related to logistics or grade-related 
concerns as we end this 2nd Quarter.  We are planning to have 2nd Quarter MYP Grade Reports printed 
and sent home during the week of 1/20. 
 
Finally, as a little bright spot and side-note...I have thoroughly enjoyed working with our “Spaniards” group 
(the former TSS students) this past week on lessons related to teen/adolescent issues, which I’ve been 
presenting and discussing in their Spanish class - needless to say, in Spanish!  It is rejuvenating for me to 
be (1) back in the classroom and (2) dusting off my Colombian Spanish for teaching 
purposes!  Eventually, we hope we can find a way to ensure that these topics - of crucial importance in 
the development of pre-teens - are covered with all TIS students, ideally in their Advisory classes.  Ms. 
Seitz will be back teaching Spanish the week of 1/27. 
 
 
Thanks, everyone!  Have a good weekend… 
 
Mr. Lash 
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